JAMAICA WILL GREET SUBWAY CEREMONY TO MARK OPENING OF LINE TOMORROW.

MAYOR WILL MAKE JOURNEY FOUR NEW STATIONS ARE ADDED TO INDEPENDENT TRANSIT SYSTEM.

The opening tomorrow will initiate operations on the extension from the Franklin Hotel, Jamaica, to Long Island City during the summer and winter rush hours. Brooklyn, Queens, and Jamaica subway celebration committees have been formed to make a trip of inspection through the extension from the Parsons Boulevard stop.

The sixteen marching divisions will form on Fourth Avenue between 169th Street and 163d Street, where the Mayor will be cheered. The Mayor will deliver an address over WNTC.

Sentences: The opening tomorrow will initiate operations on the extension from the Franklin Hotel, Jamaica, to Long Island City during... Brooklyn, Queens, and Jamaica subway celebration committees have been formed to make a trip of inspection through the extension from the Parsons Boulevard stop. The sixteen marching divisions will form on Fourth Avenue between 169th Street and 163d Street, where the Mayor will be cheered. The Mayor will deliver an address over WNTC.

5:00 each the season's darlings . . .

Burnt color hats

With fabric crowns . . . enchanting hats to make you look young, to make you look like your mother might have when she was learning to ride a bicycle. A large brimmed, and a peep basket.

The semi-classic jacket, with

The round belted box coat

in flaked, bumpy, colorful

tweed. 14 to 20.

17:00

One of the greatest sales we've ever run:

Imported tweed travel coats

Altman, and nobody else, gleaned and gathered enough of these superb tweeds to make just 200 coats . . . coats that look very Inverness, very Bond Street, very expensive. A paddock style, and a peaked lapel coat beside these sketched.

3:95 bowknot orgeled flower and
tool full sleeve, navy, navy,
wine. 12 to 18.

12:05 your "little" dress

For warm weather . . .

It will be one of your favorites, because it will save so many hot afternoons for you . . . save so many warm evenings. Triple sheel, half tailored, but shyly, young girl dressed-up.

1.71 the high threated

gabardine shoe . . .

The spring's high, high-cut fashion . . . gabardine with the spring garnish of patent. It's the flatterning shoe of all time . . . short vamped, high arched, gay. High or low heel.

The new York store only.

Girls' saddle oxfords

Made by an expert . . .

Pair 3.95

Girl's shoes . . . second floor

Also at our East Orange and White Plains shops